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What is Design? Essential Part of everything/Foundation

Story telling

Interaction
with

People, Audience, Clients

Communication

relates to

Art

Problems Solving/Multiple Solutions Strategic

Creative process

Invisible

Observation Visual

includes
includes Information, Graphic, Technology,

Architecture, Gaming, UX/UI, Interior etc.

Models
explained by

support

suggest

affect

support

Research

Feedback

Development

Exploration

Revision

types

Aesthetics

Product

Techniques Colors, typography, grids, hierarchy, images, icons, text etc.

defined as
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Scientific work heterogeneous
requiresis different actors

divergent viewpoints

cooperation

manage

amateurs

professionals

administrators

two major activities
for

translating
between

viewpoint

standardization of methods

the development of 'boundary objects'

adapt to

different viewpoints

maintain identity

4 types boundary objects

repositories

ideal types

coincident boundaries

standardized forms

One group actors

a means of translation

makes information compatible

allows for longer "reach" across divergent worlds

to produce

representations of nature

n- way translation

includes

(Latour- Callon Model)

(Object)
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Concept Map of Course in General Linguistics: Theory of Signs | Ferdinand de Saussure
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Concept Map of Logic as Semiotic: The Theory of Signs | Charles Sanders Peirce
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sign

object

interpretant

representament
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understanding between

triadic relationship 
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signifier
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e.g. small type
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elderly users

Concept Map of Design Ethics | Richard Buchanan
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Concept Map Boundary Objects | Susan Star & James Griesemer 
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Concept Map Theory of A�ordances | J.J. Gibson
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Concept Map Notes on a Synthesis of Form | Christopher Alexander
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Concept Map of The Analysis-Bridge Synthesis Model | Hugh Dubberly
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Concept Map of The Science of the Artificial | Herbert Simon
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Concept Map of The Architectural Relvance of Cybernetics | Gordon Pask
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 depends on local
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rational decision-making
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justifiable

Concept Map of Linkography | Gabriella Goldschmidt 
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Concept Map of Being Awake to Ma | Yoko Akama
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Concept Map of Decolonial Design Practices by Ansari, Escobar, and Diawara
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Sign

is a

representamen interpretation objectthat creates an which stands for the

three tricotimies which define a sign by

an existent

its relation 
to the object
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or fact
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legisign

icon

index
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Linguistics is the study of Language is distinct from
Speech

is a

System

of

Signs

are the combined
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Signified Signifier
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Concept Sound-Image

is an interpreation of
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Information Design Theory and Critical Thinking is a Northeastern University 
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through conceptual models. 
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1. What is design?

We all talk about design, but what does 
design mean? 

Design is a tool for problem-solving, com-
bining the best of both worlds – the beau-
ty of art and the logic of science. There are 
good and bad designs, which can signifi-
cantly impact how viewers evaluate the 
design. 
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2. Peirce’s Theory of Signs

“A Sign, or Representamen, is a First which 
stands in such a genuine triadic relation to 
a Second, called its Object, as to be capa-
ble of determining a Third, called its Inter-
pretant, to assume the same triadic rela-
tion to its Object in which it stands itself to 
the same Object.”
– Page 99-100

––––––
According to Peirce, a sign stands in rela-
tion to two other things, its object and its 
interpretant sign. He highlighted the pro-
gression of signs from indexes, to icons, to 
human-created symbols.
– Self-reflection

––––––
“I really appreciate how thorough you are 
with these.”

“I appreciate that you include all the expla-
nations of interpretant, representantment 
and object”
– Comments from professor & classmates

Philosophical Writings of Peirce, edited by 
Buchler, J., Dover, 1955. pages 98-119, 269-
289
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3. Saussure’s Course in 
General Linguistics

“The linguistic sign unites, not a thing and 
a name, but a concept and a sound-im-
age.”
– Page 66

–––––
Saussure’s investigation and development 
of linguitics concerns with the history of 
languages and the culture and social influ-
ences throughout time. 
–Self-reflection

–––––
“The seperation of different concepts 
within sign is clear in the concept map”

“Good explanation and connections of 
concepts” 
– Comments

Course in General Linguistics, de Saussure, 
F., McGraw-Hill, 1959, pages 1-17, 65-122
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4. Buchanan’s Design Ethics

“Design is the human power of conceiv-
ing, planning, and bringing to reality all of 
the products that serve human beings in 
the accomplishment of their individual and 
collective purposes.”
– Page 504

–––––
Ethics in design, for Buchanan, concern 
with the moral behavior and responsible 
choices in the practice of design. Design-
ers need to seek out where they stand 
ethically. 
–Self-reflection

–––––
“The concept map is clear and clean in 
terms of describing concepts” 

“I like the hierachy you put among con-
cepts in terms of font sizes and spaces”
– Comments from classmates

“Design Ethics,” Buchanan, R., Encyclopedia 
of Science, Technology, and Ethics, 2005, 
pages 504-509
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5. Shannon’s Theory of 
Communications

“An information source which produces 
a message or sequence of messages to 
be cmmunicated to the receiving termi-
nal. The message maybe various type.... A 
transmitter... produce a signal suitable for 
transmission over the channel... The chan-
nel... transmits the signal from transmitter 
to receiver. The receiver...reconstructs the 
message from the signal. The destination 
is the pereson for whom the message is 
intended.”
– Page 380-381

–––––
The paper laid out basic elements of com-
munication and how people send messag-
es, with the findings of noises that affect 
the message transmission across chan-
nels. 

–––––
“The concept map is clean and easy to 
comprehend” 
– Comments

“The Mathematical Theory of Communica-
tion,” Shannon, C. and Weaver, W., University 
of Illinois, 1964, pages 379–382. 
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6. Gibson’s Theory of  
Affordances

“The affordances of the environment are 
what it offers the animal, what it provides
or furnishes, either for good or ill.”
– Chapter 8

–––––
Gibson’s theory started from ecological 
psychology to discuss action possibilities, 
and is being applied to design, especially 
in interaction and Human-Computer Inter-
action field. The theory does give sugges-
sion for more intuitive everyday design in 
physical products and digital experience. 
– Self-reflection

–––––
“The choice of colors really highlights the 
most important to less important con-
cepts”
– Comments

“The Theory of Affordances,” Gibson, James 
J., The Ecological Approach to Visual Percep-
tion, Chapter 8, pages 127-144
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7. Star and Griesemer’s
Boundary Objects

“Scientific work is heterogeneous, requir-
ing many different actors and viewpoints, 
... and cooperation. The two create tension 
between divergent viewpoints and the 
need for generalizable findings.”
– Page 379

–––––
The article introduced the notion of 
boundary object on the basis of an ethno-
graphical study of the coordination mech-
anisms of scientific work.
– Self-reflection

–––––
“Interesting way to set up hierarchy 
through colors and font sizes” 
– Comments

Institutional Ecology and ‘Translation” of 
Boundary Objects: Amateurs and Profession-
als In Berkeley’s Museum of Vertebrate Zo-
ology, 1907-39,” Star, S. and Griesemer, J., 
Social Studies of Science, 1989, pages 387-
414.
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8. Alexander’s Synthesis of 
Form

“The dilemma is simple. As time goes on 
the designer gets more and more control 
over the process of design. But as he does 
so, his efforts to deal with the increasing 
cognitive burden actually make it harder 
and harder for the real casual structure of 
the problem to express itself in this pro-
cess.”
– Page 73

–––––
Alexander connected well the concept be-
tween form, problem and context. Form is 
the solution to the problem, and the con-
text defines the problem. So context can’t 
be changed, but form can.
– Self-reflection
–––––

“Always appreciate the clean layout + use 
of space. The map was easy to read and 
follow” 
– Comments 

Notes on the Synthesis of Form, Alexander, 
C., Harvard, 1964, Chapter 6, pages 73-83
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9. Dubberly’s Analysis-Syn-
thesis Bridge Model

“The SECI model comes out of research 
in knowledge management, which is re-
lated to organizational learning, business 
administration, and information system. 
SECI stands for socialization, externaliza-
tion, combination, internalization - a model 
of knowledge creation proposed by Ikujiro 
Nonaka”
– Page 75

–––––
The model presented by Dubberly is help-
ful to apply for both business and design 
practice. For me personally, I enjoy learning 
about learning as an important part of the 
design process, in addition to practicing 
design. 
– Self-reflection

–––––
“very detailed and well-structured, nicely 
done.”
– Comments

“The Analysis-Synthesis Bridge Model,” Dub-
berly, et al., 2008
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10. Simon’s The Science of 
Design

“Everyone designs who devises courses 
of action aimed at changing existing sit-
uation into preferred one. The intellectual 
activty that produces material artifacts is 
no different fundamentally from the one 
that prescribes remedies for a sick patient 
or the one that devies a new sales plan for 
a company or a social welfare policy for a 
state”
– Page 111

–––––
The article was successful at establishing 
a scientific status for design compared 
with other scientific fields, as both focus 
on problem-solving as a glue. 
– Self-reflection

The Sciences of the Artificial, Simon, H., MIT 
Press, 2001, Chapter 5, “The Science of De-
sign,” pages 111-138
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11. Pask’s The Architectural 
Relevance of Cybernetics

“It is easy to argue that cybernetics is rel-
evant to architecture in the same way that 
it is relevant to a host of other professions; 
medicine, engineering or law.”
– Page 1

–––––
Pask points out an interesting point about 
communication problems because ar-
chitecs and designers have to adapt to 
the system design in addition to practicing 
“pure architecture.” 
–Self-reflection

–––––
“I like how you are using diamonds and 
points for connect concepts. It reminds me 
of Harry Beck.”
– Comments

“The Architectural Relevance of Cybernetics”, 
Pask, G., Architectural Design, Sept. 1969, 
pages 494-496.
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12. Suchman’s Human-Ma-
chine Reconfigurations

“The first... locates the
organization and significance of human 
action in underlying plans... The alternative 
view, is that althouhg the course of action 
can always be projected or reconstruct-
ed in terms of prior intentions and typical 
situation.” 
– Page 51

–––––
“Leila, this feels much less complex than 
some of the previous weeks, but it still 
holds so much complexity. That is really 
tough to do, so great work!” 

“I like the main concept along the center. 
Interesting connections too. Overall the 
grid works great!” 
– Comments

Human–Machine Reconfigurations., Suchman, 
L. 2006. Chapter 5 & 6
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13. Goldschmidt’s Linkog-
raphy: unfolding the design 
process

“Several psychologists subscribe to the 
view that we use two systems of
reasoning — indeed two modes of thought 
— in everyday life, and that the
balance between them is particularly per-
tinent to the understanding of
creative thought.”
– Page 45

–––––
“Always a strong presentation. Watch out 
for the tiny details. Alignments, arrowhead, 
etc...” 
– Comments

Linkography: unfolding the design process., 
Goldschmidt, G. 2014. Chapter 3: Design 
Synthesis
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14. Akama’s Being Awake to 
Ma

“Japanese philosophy of Ma as ‘be-
tween-ness’ explores how we are trans-
forming and becoming together
among this heterogeneity. As we design, 
we are embedded within and inscripted by
conditions that we cannot quite touch or 
see visibly, yet manifests through its evolu-
tion. Awakening to this in-between pres-
ence is a necessary start because co-de-
signing is performed and emerges from 
relational sensitivity.”
– Page 1

Being Awake to Ma., Akama, Y. 
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15. Rittle’s Planning Crisis

“The search for scientific bases for con-
fronting problems of social policy is bound 
to fail, because of the nature of these 
problems. They are “wicked” problems, 
whereas science has developed to deal
with “tame” problems.”
– Page 1

On the Planning Crisis: Systems Analysis of 
the ‘First and Second Generations’, H.Rittle
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16. Escobar, Diawara & An-
sari

“Design is the central to the structure of 
unsustainability that hold in place the con-
temporary, so called modern world... What 
the notion of design signals in this work–
despite design’s multiple and variegated 
meanings–is diverse form of life and often, 
contrasting notions of socioability and the 
world”
– Page 1

Escobar, A. (n.d.). Introduction — Designs for 
the Pluriverse. In Designs for the Pluriverse.

Diawara, M. (1997). The Song of the Griot. 
Transition, 74, 16–30. https://www.jstor.org/
stable/2935371

Ansari, A. (2021). The History of Design and 
the Design of History. Psicon, II, 2–3(Septem-
ber), 130–146.
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17. Kite et al.’s How to Build 
Anything Ethically

“I illustrate how protocol for building a La-
kota sweat lodge can act as a framework 
for building a physical computing device. 
Next, I provide an example of how multiple 
streams of protocol are necessary to build 
an AI system as a confluence of ethics”
– Page 1

–––––

Kite, S., Stover, C., Janis, M. S., & Benesii-
naabandan, S. (n.d.). How to Build Anything 
Ethically.





Foreword:

This book contains concept maps on various design theories 
explaining each theory in terms of its important terms and points, 
connecting them to be able to understand the reading well.

The maps are comprehensive examples for understanding concepts 
and readings. The maps are made keeping typographic elements and 
using hierarchy and colors.

What I learn?

One of my major takeaways from consecutive weeks of making 
concept maps was to understand how complex readings can be 
made extremely easy to understand by making linking concept maps.  
 
Another key takeaway was to see how each person in the course 
had their own unique way of shortlisting terms and then presenting 
them in their own style. I believe this course had helped me a lot and 
will definitely help me in reading  large documents and further in my 
thesis. 
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00. About the book

The Concept Map book for the course Information Design and Critical Thinking by Professor Michael Arnold Mages is a compilation of all the 
concept maps we did during the semester. 
The main aim of creating the concept maps was to highlight the key points from the reading and connect those points, providing a visual 
summary of the reading.  
Initially, I struggled a bit with linking the terms, which terms are important, and how to visually layout the map. But, as the class proceeded 
further, I got a better understanding of focusing on the part that I wanted to highlight from the reading. As a result, my maps got into much better 
shape, and you could see the journey as you look further through my book. 
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virtue of a law

termed as

termed as

termed as

Rheme

Dicent

Argument



03. Course in General Linguistics, de Saussure

Linguistic

therorizes 

Speech Language

is

homogenous

and is

tangible

has  viewpoints

Saussure

on

which are

Synchrony Diachronycontrast

refers to

language system

at

one point in time

refers to

development

of 

language over time

is a

system

of

Signs

which are a 

combination

of

concept sound- image

called

signifiersignified

bond is

arbitrary

which is

accepted by society

is

heterogenous

belongs

individual and society

is

intangible

talks about

denotes denotes actual conceptsounds and letter



04. The Mathematical Theory of Communication, Shannon, C. and Weaver, W.



05. Design Ethics, Buchanan, R

Ethics has four dimensions which are

Character and Personal Values Integrity of Performance Product Integrity
Standards and Purpose

of

designer

who has

power and ability

to

design

arises from

concerns

moral behavior responsible choices

conceiving
planning

bringing products to reality

which are

in

Design

immediate goals

that demonstrates

fidelity of art

matter of personal and professional integrity.

and

consists of 

three elements

they are

Structural of Form Usability of Form Aesthetic of form

concerned with

useful usability desirable

is

art of forethought

planning for action

 making things right

arises from

service nature of the design arts

are

practical service

to help

human beings

in

accomplishment

of

individual and collective purposes

a larger social, political, religious, and philosophical context

in



06. Theory of Affordances, Gibson, James J.

Affordances
is neither 

subjective
nor

objective

refers to

Environment

medium substances surfaces and their layouts objects

example

air

affords

respiration

water solid
more substantial

affords

example

nutrition and some do not

affords

drinking

other
persons &
animals

example

horizontal, flat, extended, rigid
surface affords support

are

attached and detached
example

places and hiding 
places

Sexual behavior, nurturing 
behavior, fighting behavior, 

cooperative behavior, 
economic behavior, political 

behavior

translucent sheet transmits 
illumination but not 

information

example

Niche
is a set of

Ecology Architecture

in

Animals
complimentary



07. Institutional Ecology and Translation Boundry of Objects, Star, S. and Griesemer, J

Scientific Work heterogenous co- operation
is requires

common understandings

reliability

information

to create

to ensure

to gather

central tension
which creates

which creates

which creates

betw
ee

n

between

de
pe

nd
s o

n

communication

divergent viewpoints

need for generalizable findings

creating new findings
as well as

two major factors

Methods of Standardization Boundary Objects  plastic robust
are both yet

has 

four types

repositories

ideal types

coincident boundaries

standardized forms

they are  

information compatible

makes 

allows for 

a longer reach 
across

divergent worlds



08. Synthesis of Forms, Alexander, C.



09. Designing as Learning, Dubberly & Dubberly and Evenson



10. The Architectural Relevance of Cyberneticsce, Pask, G.



11. The Science of Design, Simon, H.



12. Human–Machine Reconfiguration, Suchman, L.



13. Design Synthesis, Goldschmidt, G.



14. Being Awake to Ma, Akama, Y.



15. The History of Design and Design of Design of History, Ansari, A., Diawara, M., Escobar, A.



16. How to Build Anything Ethically, Kite, S., Stover, C., Janis, M. S., & Benesiinaabandan, S.



information design theory
& critical thinking
an introduction

andrew noe



information design theory
& critical thinking



i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.
xii.
xiii.
xiv.
xv.
xvi.

nature of the linguistic sign
the theory of signs
a mathematical theory of communication
design ethics
institutional ecology, translations, and boundary objects
the theory of affordances
notes on the synthesis of form
the analysis-synthesis bridge model + the SECI model
the sciences of the artificial
the architectural relevance of cybernetics
plans and situated actions
linkography
being awake to ma: designing in between-ness
the pluriverse + the song of the griot + history of design
how to build anything ethically
what is design?

ferdinand de saussure
charles peirce
claude shannon
richard buchanan
s. leigh star & james griesemer
james gibson
christopher alexander
hugh dubberly
herbert simon
gordon pask
lucy suchman
gabriela goldschmidt
yoko akama
escobar, diawara, & ansari
suzanne kite
andrew noe



wh
ich

 are

for example

consist of the

fo
r e

xam
ple

signsLanguage is composed of

something that means something else to somebody

meaningdi�erenceswith other simul-
taneously present

from the

combination of signi�er signi�edand

a word

fo
r e

xam
ple the actual concept

which together
evoke the

referent

and   have

an arbitrary
relationship

the actual, real-world object

for example

everyone

which is    accepted by

linguistic
group

in   a

for example there’s no innate reason
 “dog” has to be spelled
with the letters d-o-g

which hav
e a

n

established state

called

synchrony

how you can’t just call a dog a cat
and expect others to understandand   an

evolution
called

diachrony

and
which
derive

which is

what

which    is how

language

changes    over

time

the individual
experiences

by very small    spontaneous

shifts in the relationship between signi�er signi�edand in
a

i.   ferdinand de saussure’s nature of the linguistic sign



a signsomething
else

to somebodythat 
stands for

is   a

representamen

and   creates

another sign

called   an

interpretant

in   the

mind

of   the

receiver

like   an

object

is calledsomething and can be either an icon an indexor a symbolor

which   have a

resemblance

to   the

object

such   as

imagesdiagrams smiley
faces

which   have

some relationship

to   the

object

but   no

resemblance

such   as

a smoke
symbol
for �re

pronouns

the
triangular
play button

which   have

no relationship

to   the

object

nor   any

resemblance

but   instead
are   linked

through   some

a clock
icon that
represents
time

cultural convention

such   as

tra�c
lights

a school 
bell ringing
to end class

Andrew Noe
Peirce’s “Philosophical Writings”
ARTG 6110 — Information Design �eory

ii.   charles peirce’s theory of signs



m
itigated with

which causes

fo
r e

xam
ple

fo
r e

xam
ple

fo
r e

xam
ple

fo
r e

xam
ple

fo
r e

xam
ple

�e main problem

is reproducing   accurately from

Andrew Noe
Shannon’s “Mathematical �eory of Communication”
ARTG 6110 — Information Design �eory

one point

another point

to

messages

a single   or multiple

meaning

which   have

but are   just

many possible messages

An
information

source

sends
using

a transmitter by way
of

a channel

the other point

that could   be received by

a receiver
to which decodes

them for
the destinationnoise

but
also

a person a phone

communications

of

a fraction

of all   the

a satellite

errors

another
phone

another
person

redundancy

which can be

iii.   claude shannon’s mathematical theory of communication



Design

Andrew Noe
Buchanan’s “Design Ethics”
ARTG 6110 — Information Design �eory

ethical dimensions

the character

has four

and

personal integrity

of     the

designer

in�uenced     by

their personal history

the performance

including

past moral dilemmas faced

including

the conception

and

the planning
and

the desire
to     do

the best job possible

the product
integrity

which     includes

the structural integrity

and

the usability

and

the aesthetics

which determine     whether it’s

well or poorly designed

the
ultimate reason

of

design itself

which     is

to help others
accomplish

their own purposes
within an     inevitably larger

social, political, and cultural context

the designerthe design

the processthe purpose

iv.   richard buchanan’s
design ethics



Andrew Noe
Star and Griesemer’s “Institutional Ecology, ‘Translations’ and Boundary Objects...”
ARTG 6110 — Information Design �eory

collaboration productivity

across   di�erent

give    rise to

domains

boundary objects

of   di�erent

demands

abstract
or

concrete

heterogeneous
or

homogeneous

must   be

�exible enough
to   meet 

local needs

communication

are

ideal
type

requires   the
creation

+
maintenance

of

domains

a variety

of

across   di�erent

domains

translation

involves
di�erent meanings

+
common structure

of

while   still

robust enough

to   maintain

common identity

can   be

one of four types

coincident
boundaries

standardized
forms

repositories

which   are

indexed
modular

aggregated

which   is

abstract
vague

adaptable

which   are

common
internally-
di�erent

which   are

structured
regimented

universal

speci�c
or

generalized

conventionalized
or

customized

exist in multiple social worlds and have di�erent identities in eachinterdisciplinary, intersectional work necessitates the use of

v.   s. leigh star & james griesemer’s institutional
     ecology, translations, and boundary objects



    
    

    
   a

re 
often

    
    

 co
lle

cti
vely

 form

exist in
 relation to

Andrew Noe
Gibson’s “�eory of A�ordances”
ARTG 6110 — Information Design �eory

a�ordances objectsare what an organismo�er

the behavior

bene�cial

the needs

the environment
injurious

abstract
physical

properties

a niche

which can be

of

perceived
visually

bybut also from

touch

odor

sound
ambient light

taste

           are not

to

which is    part of

but not necessarily

unique         exist in relation to

but are instead to and must be

stimuli such as

            in their most
elaborate and 

complex
form

are provided
by

other
organisms

nurturing
�ghting

sex

political practices

economic activities

culture

such as to

which are all examples of

measured relative to

or

vacant

occupied
or by

which exist in

vi.   james gibson’s theory of affordances



   which m
ust

                      which must be resolved 

   
   

    
    

    
    

     
     

      
        

                                                                                                                                                                                            which can be addressed by making a

Andrew Noe
Alexander’s “Notes on the Synthesis of Form”
ARTG 6110 — Information Design �eory

a�ordances

context formcan lead to

mental image

formal model
ca

n 
lea

d to leading to

ca
n 

lea

d to

        
  le

ad
in

g 
to

co
m

po

sed

   
   

  o
f

sets

w
hi

ch
 ar

e collections of things which
can be

abstract

concrete

   one of

w
hich is mis�t variables

between

w
hich do not

align with the hierarchy

                                        of all the other

      include

potential solutions

criteria

which
must
both
be

symbolic

which requireinvention

vii.   christopher alexander’s notes on the synthesis of form



Andrew Noe
Dubberly’s “Analysis-Synthesis Bridge Model” and “Design as Learning...”
ARTG 6110 — Information Design �eory

a�ordances

is   condensed into which manifests   as

current design

model of
current design

model of
new design

new design

socialization

externalization combination

internalization

which inspires
and evolves into

which replaces

concrete

abstract

explicit
(external, generalizable, cooperative)

tacit
(personal and speci�c)

innovativeexisting

involves

research
�ltering
analysis

involves

documentation
collaboration
visualization

involves

experimenting
exploring

testing

involves

creation
actualization

return to reality
process of creating

new, personal, 
day-to-day
knowledge

is how we
understand

process of articulating
and sharing personal

knowledge in a social way

is how we
understand

is how we
understand

is how we
understand

process of collecting,
collating, and sharing
internal and external 

knowledge to form
new knowledge

process of converting
shared knowledge

into personal, practical
application

viii.   hugh dubberly’s the analysis-synthesis
         bridge model and the SECI model



Andrew Noe
Simon’s “Science of Design”
ARTG 6110 — Information Design �eory

a�ordances

Design consists of
�nding

satisfactory alternatives via a process that
includes

correct
representation

of the
problem

resource
management

and
conservation

andand

I IIIII

because   in the

real world

�nding   the

optimal solution

is   frequently

di�cult   impractical   impossible       

is

common

across   all

professions

in   the

which
is

the

alternative state

to   the

current state

that   maximizes

the utility function

within   both the

inner
environment

outer
environment

the set of contextual,
environmental parameters

that both provide and
constrain options

a set of given
alternatives of

action that satisfy
an array of goals

is just as   important a

component

as    the

design itself

and   can be

conducted

for each   one of the

constituent
subcomponents

of the
desired

is crucial   to solving

problems

and often   requires

which can   often make

visual or spatial
depictions

obvious

which   must be

simultaneous

so   that

can be dropped   in favor of

less
promising
solutions

previously 
unprioritized

options

including   the

cost

of   the

in a   form of

process
itself

cost-bene�t 
analysis

which   solution is the

all of which are
aided and furthered by

the advancement of
technology

exploration
of multiple
potential
pathways

made m

ore

intensive b
y

decomposition

a�erent side

e�erent side

actions

that   change

the state

ix.   herbert simon’s the sciences of the artificial



                                 necessitate

Andrew Noe
Pask’s “Architectural Relevance of Cybernetics”
ARTG 6110 — Information Design �eory

a�ordances

Designs

meaningful

interact

Humans

are
     only
          really

in
    terms
         of
              how
                   they

  with

service

behavior

                                 provide a

to

                         constrain the

                         of

Systems

concern

humans

Designs

should 
     be
          the
               key

of

  making

dynamic

wholes rather than static

                         som
etim

es have

                         that cannot be subdivided by
which include

like
organizational
relationships

the product of a well-intentioned plan
equipped for healthy, evolutionary growth

considerate of contextual surroundings

are

     when being made form processes that are

      should have a productive dialogue with

               are continually regulated by

are what many designers would actually like to design

                   are part of broader

x.   gordon pask’s the architectural relevance of cybernetics



Andrew Noe
Suchman’s “Plans” and “Situated Action” (from Human-Machine Recon�guration)
     + Andrew R. Brown’s “Situated Action - An Introduction,” Gri�th University
ARTG 6110 — Information Design �eory

Courses
of

action

knowledge
of

intentions

relationship
of

an actor

depend   in

essential
ways

on   their

circumstances

including

economic
conditions

social
context

linguistic
setting

physical
environment

cannot be
predicted by

are delineated
by the

and
their

because those
are inherently vague andwhich

they cannot be estimated
based on the outcomes

they cannot be guessed
by observing the actions

they are subsumed by
an actor’s situation

to

dynamic factors

comprise

ad hoc
responses

including

actions
of others

random
events

changing
environment

background
knowledge

                
     also known as

                                                        which both are

they have little bearing
on the actions that follow

determine which courses
of action are viable

are helped or hindered
by certain conditions

are the desired end
result of an actor’s plan

                                                 and are a�ected by

goals

          such as

are preconceived
by the actor

          
        as opposed to

xi.   lucy suchman’s plans and situated actions



and

leads to moves in
 a__

Andrew Noe
Goldschmidt’s “Design Synthesis” (from Linkography)
ARTG 6110 — Information Design �eory

�e early phase

divergent thinking

convergent thinking

of the

creativity

variety of 
directions

cyclical manner design moves and linksinvolves
 both

occurring
in a

and of

novel
ideas

resulting in

ideates

    
com

bines__

problem-
solving

disparate
information

potential
solutions

enabling

requires

__
coherence

framing
the problem

interpreting
the task

resulting in

can be

    
can

 be

idea
generation

free
rein

highly
structured

leading to

requires

has the

    

has the

ultimate
goal

accurate portrayal
of the problem

satis�cing
solution

as its

__

good design

has made a

that yields a design
that is

design process

consisting

    
con

sisti
ng__

rapid
proximity

idea
generation

idea
evaluation

following each
other in

of_
_ of

and

__

design space

the designer’s skills,
values, and goals

a cultural and
professional context

which combine
to form the

occurs within involves

__

existing situation

length and
duration

small
segments

and which
serve to alter the

which are which vary
 in

jointly enable

    
gra

dually__

appropriate, satis�cing
result

design
solution

integration and
consistency

until the attainment
of an

sha

pe a
__

novel
surprising
attractive
appealing

needed
reasonably-priced

easy-to-use
makes a statement

or

xii.   gabriela goldschmidt’s linkography



but is

but may

an
d

and powerfully

which can be

Andrew Noe
Akama’s “Being Awake to Ma”
ARTG 6110 — Information Design �eory

Ma

conversation

emptiness

potentiality

in-betweenness

silence

serendipity

something

nothingchange

transience

receptivity

arbitrariness

other things
and people

emotions

atmosphereemergence

mergingrepresents aaccepts and embodies the

is
the

experiencesuncertainties

ex
ist

s w
ith

in
 th

e

of a

shapes

is a
 fo

rm
 of

awaitin
g

content

              
             

            
includes the presence and absence of

di�cult to de�nechance

of
                            contains

chance of becomingindividual moments

in terms of a

                         is not

is also not

 the state gradual and constant

instead

become

somethingtrajectories

between  nothing

is
an

awakening
to

that cancodesigning distinctionsoccur when

                        represents a

to the

ideas

         and the

                        connects oneself to

   
   

   
   

an
d 

ev
en

 th
e

disruptions          of

is linked with

          and

   recognizes the

          of

          
       

      
      

     
     

     
 is 

sen
sit

ive
 to

 th
e

    

that s
hape

    
    

    
    

    
    

    
   i

s a
n 

op
en

ne
ss

 to

  which
 is

xiii.   yoko akama’s being awake to ma



Andrew Noe
Escobar’s “Introduction - Designs for the Pluriverse”
Diawara’s “�e Song of the Griot”
Ansari’s “�e History of Design and the Design of History”
ARTG 6110 — Information Design �eory

patriarchal capitalist form crisisin its has culminated
in a

To challenge
those roots middle path

ignoring other frameworks

overemphasizing certain narratives

we must chart a between

�is crisis
deeply-

entrenched
ways

being,
knowing,
 & doing

is the
result of

of

To rethink
design challenge rootswe must its

To create alternative designan we must
rethink

economic

cultural

social

technologicalpolitical

academic

bolsters autonomy

encourages dependence on each
other and not on the elites

supports creativityenables political openness

localized in place, history, nature

recognizes rights to community, tradition, ritual

as industrialization irreparably damages

�e modern world

humanity

the planet

because design is
ubiquitous

central to the structures of unsustainability

because design
must take into account social context

is vital to creating a more livable world or worlds

and design creates ways of being

because everybody designs

and its problems, processes, and practices

xiv.   escobar, diawara, and ansari’s the pluriverse, the
        song of the griot, and history of design



Andrew Noe
Kite, et al’s “How to Build Anything Ethically”
ARTG 6110 — Information Design �eory

designing   require

including

Ethical ways

of

reducing harm
to

by

ourselves
our environmentsour communities

because we must identify

all those a�ected

our designs
and

take responsibility
for

by

in anin a

in

for

with

the e�ects

humans

nonhumans

including each individual component

the components combined

existing
knowledge-

keepers

studying & consulting

de�ning the true need

identifying the
stakeholders

exhaustive &
comprehensive way

all those

holistically
compensating

negatively
a�ected

extracting & re�ning
raw materials

responsible,
reciprocal, &

reparable ways
thoughtful,

transparent, &
honest manner

planning
conscientiously

end-of-life 

constructing the
design

xv.   suzanne kite’s how to build anything ethically



Design clari�es

requires

   
in

sp
ire

s

data

goals

iteration

collaboration

creativity

improvement

   
   

   
   

   
   

   
   

   
   

   
   

   
   

   
    

    
    

    
    

    
   le

ading to

                                                  leading to

information

problems

choices

producing insights

allowing decision-making

enhances

questions

graphics
tools
experiences

enabling trust

usability

users

by

obtained from

with

designers

for

discovery

xvi.   andrew noe’s what is design?
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Sign
also called

example

example

example

example

example

example

divides in

creates a

represention calledtriadic relation to a 

Second called

determines third

and calls its

Representamen

InterpretantObject

Qualisign

Icon

Rheme

Sinsign

Symbol

Dicisign Dicent

Sign of qualitative 
Possibility

Sign of actual 
existence

Sign of law

Object in its characters 
merely

Object in its 
existance

Object in its character of 
sign

Quality

Law

Object

Virtue of characters

Virtue of Law

Virtue of being really affected 
by that Object

 which is an

 which is an

Existent thing 

or event

Actual sign Embodied

a proposition or quasi- proposition

10 Classes of signs

Legisign

Index

Argument

Three 
Trichotomies of 

Sign

A Qualisign a feeling of "red"

an individual diagram

a weathercock

a diagram

a demonstrative pronoun

a street cry a general idea a common noun an argument

a spontaneous cry

An Iconic Legisign

A Rhematic Indexical Legisign

An Iconic Sinsign

A Dicent Symbol

A Rhematic Indexical Sinsign

A Dicent Indexical Legisign A Rhematic Symbol or Symbolic Rheme Argument Symbolic LegisignA Dicent Sinsign

Fi
rs

t c
at

eg
or

y
Se

co
nd

 c
at

eg
or

y

Third category

also known as

a peculiar

kind of

is a

is a

is a

means

is understood as 

representing

is understood as 

representing

is understood as 

representing

is a 

is a 

referes to denotes by

 that it denotes by

referes to it denotes by

referes to

needs

is an actual

cannot act as an until it is 
THE PHILOSOPHY OF PEIRCE



Linguistic

Language

Homogenous

Society needs

Mental facts

Signified

Arbitrary

Community

Signs

(langue)

(concepts)

(langage)
Human speech

Comparative philology

Grammar

Speech View point

Synchrony

Evolution over time

Physiological

process

Psychological

pheomenon

One point of time

Speaker

associative


center

Ear of listener

Listener

associative


center
concept sound image

Diachrony
Heterogenous

Individual needs

Speaking-circuitLinguistic sounds

Signifier

(parole)

(sound-images)

not same as

comparing with 
other languages

is study of

is

conventionalized

according to

also known as

can be

which is accepted by

also known as

is a 

system of

is combinations of

created

according to

when meets 
another 
speaker


creates a

which consistes

refers to refers to

involves

involves

involves

active part / Phonation

passive part / Audition

passive/receptive

active/executive

is

has

which are

General Linguistics - Saussure



The Mathematical Theory of 
Communication

Fundamental problem

Information source Transmitter Channel Receiver Destination

Communication

The significant aspect

Meaningful Message

Discrete

both message signal

sequence discrete symbols

contiuous functionsContinuous

Mixed

system

schematically

5 parts

message
system medium inverse operation Person (or)


thing

message

signal

transmit signal

Noise

source

Noise

suitable signal

various types

 A sequence of letter
 A single function of tim
 function of time and other variable
 Two or more functions of time,

sequence

of


messages

set of possible 
messages

Onepoint another pointof

is a

of type indicated

and consists

which 
can be 

which 
produces which


is a
which

is a

which

performs which is a

which 
produces

used to 

which

interferes

to 
reconstruct

from

is send

to

to

for transmission

over

creates

is send to

like

or

is reproducing a

is classified into

is that the

from 

means

means

means

both

and and

are a

are a

of

to

is picked from



DESIGN ETHICS

DESIGN ETHICS

concerns

has

andin the

arises from arises from

activity of

arises from arises from

and presents

faced by

whose

is based on

which argue

that

should satisfy the

of

the 1st dimension the 2nd dimension the 3rd dimension the 4th dimension

and is 

the beginnings of 

in

to

which is 

achivied by

created 
through

which 
includes

involves involves is the

ensures to allow

in creation 
of

to access

which is which is

of

so that it is

who are 

responsible for

with

are to

which is 
embeded in

Moral behavior

Character and 
Personal Values

human power or 
ability to design

character of the 
designer

conceiving, planning, 
and bringing products

nature of the products
nature of the design arts

difficult ethical issues

designers

ethical position

conventional and 
arbitrary foundations

products

needs and desires

humans

the study of ethics

Design

Reality

Designers

Design

guide Relationship

Client

fairness

honesty

loyalty

Integrity of 
Performance Product Integrity

Structural Integrity

technological reasoning

proper performance Humans

Product

usable desirableusefull

AestheticsUsability

 product features final element 

four ethical dimensions

Ethical Standards and the 
Ultimate Purpose of Design

Resposible

choices

Practice of

design



Affordances

of the

which is divided into

are

is said to

is a set of

a

in the

is modified by

for his own

are the

taken with

reference to 

which are

neither

means

means

means

which are

provides

 is not an with definite but a

has

are subject to

can be 
distinguished as

with topologically 
closed surfaces

affords

affords

affords

is more 
substantial 
than 

for

forterrestrial

environment

properties

observer

physical nor 
phenomenal

A species

utilize or occupy

niche

environment

man

natural

environment

artificial

environment

the medium air 

water

horizontal, flat, 
extended, rigid surface

extremely 

various

rich affordances

object boundaries region

attached objects

detached objects

laws of mechanics

respiration

drinking

support

human

the substances

the objects

other 
persons and 
animals

places and 
hiding 
places

the surfaces and 

layouts

THE THEORY OF AFFORDANCES



Scientific Work

Boundary objects

methods of

standardization

Translations and boundary objects

are 4 types
are

to maintain

adapted to

are piles of

are which are 

which have 

of across

butare

are devised as

which are

allows

across

in

is

and requires

and has 2 major factors

repositories

robust
common 

identity

objects

diagrams/atlas

common objects

methods common 
communication

indexed

abstract

same boundaries different content

different groups

standard fashion

longer communication

divergent worlds

ideal type

heterogeneous

Different view points

Corporation

Different Actors

coincident

boundaries

standardized

forms



design process

Synthesis of Form

has

1st

2nd

3rd

it is a

gets more 

but increases

solved byusing

over

on

which created

by

are

is shaped by

of the which followed by

is known 
as

identifies

in the

between

in between and

stands for

in the

of the

3 schemes

unselfconscious situation

Designer

Problems

form

design problems

sets

cognitive burden

control

time

two-directional interaction

interaction

context's demands develops mathematical picturedesigner's mind

conceptual picture ideas and diagrams

context form real world

selfconscious situation

unsatisfactory picture



Design as Learning or 
“Knowledge Creation”

Socialization InternalizationExternalization

Empathizing Embodying

What “is”

Model of what “is”

researching a 
current situation

prototyping a 
future situation

Model of what “could be”

What “could be”

Articulating Connecting

Combination

Sharing and 
creating tacit 
knowledge

Articulating 
tacit knowledge

Systemizing 
and applying

dialogue
explicit knowledge

reflection
information

Learning and acquiring 
tacit knowledge

 direct experience practice

is a process of

known as

is a process of

known as known as known as

is a process of

through
the

and
and

is a process of

through in

Learning designis a form of

is represented by
is represented by

postulates

4 modes

of

has 4 

steps

distilled to are a part of

are a part ofmanifest as

is aligned wiith

suggest

SECI Spiral Model of Knowledge Creation Analysis-Synthesis Bridge Model

knowledge conversion



CYBERNETICS Architecture

The Architectural relevance 
of cybernetics

has

in has

has
existed 
as an

from the

deals with

of the

of the
and

and

can be interpreted

in

to form a

is relevent tois a
which fills 

the bills as

which are guided by

will be

developed into

will be

unified with the

of the

of an

controls

of the

in which

with which

which contain

to yeild

acts as

cooperates and

externalize

which are 

developed in

has emphasis

towards

to return

which

are

is a 
extension 
of

and

share a common

before 1800s is

Speculations

five areas

useful instruments

concepts

sense

environment

visual and tactile

properties of

environmental

materials

architecture

architecture

inhabitant

sensors,

tactile or

visual

broad view 
of entities

a social control

mental processes

Late 1800s

form structures

messages

to computer

Various computer-assisted 

design procedures 

concepts in very

different disciplines

a proper and

systematic formulation

concept

a computer 

functionalism

mutualism

holism

sub theories

philosophy of architecture 

abstraction 

art of building

isolated facets

field

architectural terms

cybernetic theory

of architecrure

discipline
abstract 
concepts

medicine

engineering

law

pure

architecture



The Science of Design: Creating 
the Artificial

DESIGN

ENgineeringScience

is concerned with

has understanding withwhich teaches

which are

easiest way to

is about

is the

is the

for

what kind of

for actually

of any

that searches through in order to sequences of which lead from to

which of the

that is connected with

is

which is has a which is

into

then be carried out with

and affect

through

through

is needed

for

includes

involves

has

is
studies

is concerned with

to

how things should be

how things are

natural sciencesnatural things

Theory of evaluation

utility theory statistical decision theory

discover viable 

ways of decomposing

semi-independent components

others independent of the design

functionality and details of mechanism

devising artifacts

attain goals

fixed alternatives

finding alternatives

LOGIC OF DESIGN

Imperative Logic unnecessary

discover

techniques

condition

system

design

Logic

deducing

system

large 

environment

available 

alternatives

outside 

environment

discover &

assemble actions given situation desired situation.

optimum

hierarchy powerful technique

the afferent and 
sensory channels

Ordinary declarative Logic

Computing the Optimum

Logic of Search

Means-Ends Analysis

Shape of the Design



Front edge

Design Process

has

called

are
tries to

and

and

the given

to generate

and the whole 
process is

and

is where

is where

consists

has

is defined as

or

or

is defined as

is a

are connected by

that transforms the

have

have

in terms of 

in terms of 

of which lead to 

to solve a

design process

preliminary phase

design problems

interpret 

designer

Divergent thinking

associative

symbolic

design move

forelinks(>)

backlinks(<) linear sequence in time.

step, 

an act, 

an operation

design situation

backward direction

forward direction

involve a variety

bringing  information 
together

aspects  ideas and solutions

problemConvergent thinking

Two Modes of Thought

frame

reframe

task

idea

non sequential

ill-defined

ill-structured



Human–Machine Reconfigurations

two alternative views of action

planning view ethnomethodologylocates the

has

and

of

in

which takes
which accounts

for

of

by proposing

means

for their

depending in

outlines the
on its

and

is the resource

that stands behind

and gives it

to be derived

from

and

for

as their

organization

three related theories

The planning model speech act theory shared background 
knowledge

significance

human action

underlying plans

significance of action  recognizability

plans/intentions

conventional rules

every course of action 

expression

essential ways 

material

social circumstances

five propositions
individual action

social meaning
plans are representations 

of situated actions

situated action occurs when  activity 
becomes problematic

a resource for achieving language 
indexical relationship

consequence of the 
indexicality with 

reference to 
situation particulars

objectivity of the 
situations of our action is 

achieved

plans

identify problems

interaction

recognition and coordination



Being awake to Ma: designing in between-ness 
as a way of becoming with

MA

means

as

is entangled withis used inhas

is

is shown in

has

which

are

and

never

which

in

or

which is

also refered 
as

and and

of

and
are major 
part of

hinges on the

has

reveals sences

stretching beyond like

of

as

by

is a

that is

are

is how we see

of

over

 towards that 
which is yet to 
be

or

 in between

Japanese Culture

significant change

Hetrogenous

fragments

fragment 1 fragment 2

anecdotal

documented

formally

ANT(Art Network Theory)Co-design

Orient our senses

between ness

more objective literal tangible

surprise element

pregnant nothingness

experience 

intuition improvisation designers trade

design

fields betweenness

boundaries atmosphere

Lost in translation

time and place

distinct

collapsing

assembled 

actioned

inter-subjective nuances

Ma’s relational sensitivity

visceral, 

intuited, 

intimate 

and felt

lost in description

designing

tangible and 

defined methodology



Decolonisation
also 
known as

as a 
domain of

which are
which are

to

to

of our

do we

what has

in one’s

into

can

propose

in those same

is

of the to take up

aboutwhere

continuously 
interupt into

in a way

which is

to produce

of

recognized 
in the

is assessed as

has questions

for

a genealogy of

encourages

is

to the

is by no 
means

hasisfor

is
is where

is

have

leads to

in

in

in

for 

in its

Decolonial Turn

design

human activity

make sence

authentic interpretation 
and translation

home societies

navigate a task

world of meaning

native language

one’s own

postcolonial scholars

societies

design history

world writing meaningfully

anthropological

difference

how
what claims

how

colonial and 
precolonial past

present not historicist

design 
researchers and 

scholars

nature of 
postcolonial

scholarship

post modern 
world Pluriverse

central

structures of

unsustainability

homogenous 
figure

4 signals

ubiquity of design

social context

Design

important

design’s vital role

whole range 
of proposal

literally everywhere modern lives

successful design

creating livable world

collaborative design

ecologically 
oriented 
fields

everybody designs

political 
commitmentsdesign historians

concrete, material, 
and virtual 
dimensions

modern modes

postcolonial world

Design

Escobar - Designs for the Pluriverse

The song of the Griot

Design History Society



A good way lakota way ethical protocols

Appreticing Who are the elders and knowledge 
keepers for this protocol

Identifying Needs
Which community members, human and 
non human all those past,present and 
future are affected

What is needed to create this process

How are the owners of the raw materials 
being compensated

What are the methods necessary to do 
this protocol in an ethical way

How do the parts of this process need to 
be prepared

How can the protocol be enacated in an 
ethical way

What is transformed during this process

How can this protocal be completed in a way that 
provides transparency to those affected 

How can the ongoing use of the result of this 
protocol be done in an ethical way

how can the end of this protocol be 
completed in an ethical way

Identify Stakeholders

Identify Raw Materials

Constructing

Prepare Internal

Components

Waking up

Algorithm

Transformation

Annoucement

Death Cycle

physical computing device

AI system

7 generations

has steps
has steps

which

are

to build a

for
has protocols 
for

has protocols 
for

has several

ask

is the
way of 
talking about

ask

ask

ask

ask

ask

ask

ask

ask

ask

ask

goverance

components

data collection

architechture

physical computing device

input

compensation

method

algorithms

distribution

output

use

software design

coding language

build AI ethically

How to build anything 
ethically
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Dear Michael, 

Thank you for being such an excellent instructor this semester.
Thank You for stretching our minds wide, and helping us see the world in a way we didn’t and perhaps, wouldn’t before. 
Thank You for all the conversations, the laughs, and those incredibly delicious cookies. 

Here’s hoping our paths cross, again. 

With lots of gratitude and memories, 
Daniella 
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What is Design?
it can be

Abstract
but is

Universal

Evolutionary

Complex

on
 th

is 
jo

ur
ne

y

is

defined

as

and

but

at times considered

as

importantly used in
Communication

makes us

but is

is not

think

representational

literal

and

lead

to

Discovery
+

Research

helps us

provides

Information
Thoughts

+
Ideas

in which we

learn

+ Novak/Gowin + Dubberly Reading + Page 03



+ Saussure Reading + Page 04

Linguistics

Speech and Language

is  the study of 

Written textsother forms of expressionsrelated toPsychology

has the perspective of 

Synchrony vs Diachrony

is referred as a

Language System

in

is referred as a

Development

in

Language over Time

is   

Homogenous

tangible
Time

means

is   

Heterogenous

involved in    

individual and society

intangible

means

form of a system

Signs

consists of

Combination 

are a

Concept and Sound-image

of

Signifiers

both called

indicatesSounds and Letters Conceptindicates a

Arbitrary

both are

Accepted by Society

and is



+ Peirce Reading + Page 05

something stands something else someone

an object

A Sign
is that for to

like
is

an representamen

which

creates

another

sign

an

interpretant

in the

mind

of a

reciever

alsoan iconhassimilarityto
an object

like

Diagrams
Images

+
Emojis

or

An Index + A Symbolsome
relationship

toan objectbutno similarity
likePronouns

Green means 
“GO”

+
Blue represents

“cold”

no
relationship

to
an object

but
no similarity

to
cultural

convention

like

Traffic Lights
Four Leaf Clover

“goodluck”
+

Rainbow means
“happiness”



+ Shannon Reading + Page 06

CommunicationThe Fundamental Problem
of is reproducing

a
message

with
meaning

and
chosen

from some messages

represents

logarithmic measure
used in a 

continous amount 
of

messages

involves a a

General Theory

with

factors

like

Noise Effect
+

Savings

such as

the structure 
of original messages

+
the final destination

of information

system

consists

Information Source
produces a

message
or a

sequence
of them to create

a
signal suitable

forthat

operates

a

Transmitter

Transmission

over the

Channel

to

Reciever

performing the

inverse operation

re
co

ns
tr

uc
tin

g 
th

e 
m

es
sa

ge
fro

m
 th

e 
sig

na
lcon

nec
ts a

ll t
oge

the
r



+ Buchanan Reading + Page 07

Ethical DimensionsDesign Ethics has four

Integrity of Performance

Character + Personal  Values are beliefs about what

are

biographies, written statements + manifestos

consists of 

conceiving, planning, + bringing products to reality

to demonstrate

your ultimate goal + morality as a designer

Product Integrity

well or poorly designed products

since 

designer’s are responsible 

to serve

human beings their pursuits

Standards + Purpose 

to

accomplish 

like moral significance + guidance

to

ground a foundation in the political, social + cultural perspective 

individual  + collective purposes

such as such as

such as good + badis

human beings + moral vices

for

such as



+ Star Reading + Page 08

will be

have

Boundary Objects

abstract or concrete 

should be flexible enough to local needs while being

four different types repositories
ideal type

coincident boundary
standarlized form

Creation
Maintence

requiring collaborative and
productive

different 
demands

different meaning
and 

common structure

translate
and 

communicate

specific or generalized
conventional or custom
heterogenous or homogenous

robust enough to take care of common identity

different domains

of

that to

plastic

Scientific Works are
relying

on Communication + Create New Findings

are

are

are

on
e 

m
ai

n 
fa

ct
or

Methods of Standarization
are

compatible information
that

allows
a

longer reach
for

Divergent Words

se
co

nd
 m

ai
n 

fa
ct

or



+ Gibson Reading + Page 09

is related to the 

form a 

sometimes

is not 

is the most

are objects offering 

abstract/physical
properties 

but instead are

is related to the behavior in no needs

unique measured 
relatively

and to

of

elaborate and
complex form

provided by other
organisms

Culture
Political practices
Economic Activity

Fighting
Nurturing

Sex

like all for

environment that can be vacant or occupied
beneficial or injurious

all for

niche

attract visuals from stimuli ambient light
touch
sound
taste
smell

to

all forms of examples

An Organism

follow
 along the sam

e journey

Affordances

placed in 

Subjective
+

Objective

Invariant 

can be seen and used



+ Alexander Reading + Page 10

follow along

These Three Schemes

Unselfconscious Situation1

2

3

Selfconscious Situation

a Two-Directional Interaction Context + Form placed in the Real-World

is a Conceptual-Interaction of Conceptual Picture Ideas + Diagrams

between

Unsatisfactory Picture are Context Demands which Develops a specified mentality followed by  Mathematical Entities

called

Sets

Identifies

Problems created by Form are Design Problems solved by a Designer

Controls

Time

Design Process
and Design Thinking

can
lead

to
Design Making

+
Artifacts

increasing
Cognitive Burden

or

All through this journey

fo
r e

xa
m

ple

Network/Linear Graphs

Hierarchal  Nested Sets

Hierarchical Nested Sub sets 



+ Dubberly Reading + Page 11

DESIGN is a form of
represents

Analysis-Synthesis Bridge Model

Analyzed into 4 steps

are part of Current Situation
Research 

LEARNING
represents

SECI Spiral Model of Knowledge Creation

Makes up 4 modes of

Knowledge Conversion

that are

Socialization

Empathizing

Sharing + Creating Tactic Knowledge

as

Direct Experiencepassed by

All relate to eachother

Externalization

Articulating

as

Communicate Tactic Knowledge

Dialogue + Reflectionpassed by

Combination

Connecting

as

Systemizing + Applying

Explicit Knowledge + Informationthe 

Internalization

Embodying

as

Learning + Acquiring Tactic Knowledge

Practicein

What “is”
+

What “is” Model

1

2

What “can be”
+

What “can be” 
a Model

are part of Protyping a 
Future Situation

3

4

All passing by



+ Simon Reading + Page 12

The Theory Design
of  emphasizes its

role
to 

Natural Sciences
for example

Engineering
Architecture

Business
Education

Law
+

Medecine

Process of Design

Artificial Science is
centered

between
Inner + Outer Environments

Design Theory is to
Aid Design

with
broadening capabilites

of
Artifical Intelligence + Operations Research

Logics of Design
are

How things are?

vs

Design

concerned

is
concerned 

with
How things ought to be

with
Artifacts

to
attain goals

Declarative Statement additional rules
are of 

inferences

included
 in 

synthesis

 The Science Design
of  not only is 

possible
but also has been

emerging since
the

mid-1970’s



+ Pask Reading + Page 13

no more or less

The Architectural Revelance Cybernetics
of  have

common properties

that are

Control
Communication

+
System

Abstract Cybernetics

defined as a

Discipline

that includes

Abstract Concept
Architectural Terms

+
Systems

forms a theory

Cybernetic Theory
an

extension
of  

Pure Architecture

Metalanguage
an

accepted communication media
mentions

Instructions
Directives

+
Ideas

all forming statements

Functionalism refined
is  in a 

Humanistic Direction
performed for

human beings 
or

societies

Mutualism between structure
an in and

men 
or

societies

emphasis on form
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involves 
Communication beliefs Actions

Consistency + Intelligentibility

specifically based on

Artificial Intelligence

Human Action

Underlying Plans

Mutual Intelligentibility

about defined as
any level of detail

includes Pre-Conditions + Consequences

include 

a

in

Purposeful Action

basis for traditonal philosophies

Rational Action + Behavioral Sciences

a

of

Recognized Plan

Intent + Shared Knowledge 

a

in

Typical Situations + Appropriate Actions

about

Sensitive

Local Circumstances

include both

to

Resources

and

Solve understanding 
issues that can come up

to

Planning Model

Problem Solving 

Example

Interaction

People + Machines

would be

between

Extends

Single Individual

Two or more actions together

to

to

all to
in

Human Connection

Initial State or Desired Goal State
an all

depending
challenges along the way

in
Cognitive Science

aSequence of Actions designed to 
accomplish a predetermined end



+ Goldschmidt Reading + Page 15

The Front End Design Process 
of the 

Cognitive Perspective
from a

includes

Creative Thinking like
Convergent + Divergent Thoughts

 A series of cycles

in the 

“Early” Preliminary Phase

like 

“Front Edge”

is
Designers

come to
Tasks

that

Interpret it
Frame it

+
Reframe it

 All Parallel until it is 

Coherent

to

Generate Solution Ideas

the 

Importance

in

Design

is

Idea-Generating Process

Two Modes Thought
of 

Design Problems

Problem Solving

are
Ill-Structured + Ill Defined

is occurring within a Problem Space + Solution Space

 in contrast between

are
Associative + Similarity Based System

a

Relevant Visual Representation + Design is on Point

vs Symbolic, Rule Based
specifies a

Rationale

involved in Constructing
Production

Manufacturing 
+

Assembly

Good Ideas lead to successful results where lesser quality result in
less

sucessful
outcome

in

Example is 
Chess 

a
Pattern Recognition 

+ 
Rational “Forward Search” 

is
Crucially Important to the search in Investment like Time + Money

defined as Focused + Defocused Attention



+ Akama Reading + Page 16

through  
Exploring Betweeness

reinforces  
why being in-between

is  
central

for
Ma Co-Designing

a

Japanese Philosophy

defined as

An Activity
based on

emergence
where constituents are mutually changing

towards purposeful outcomes

performs

Relational Sensitivity

designed to

Embrace

the

Creating
Transforming

+
Becoming Together

among

Heterogeneity

in this journey

Pursuit
to

create empty in-betweens
within and

amoung ourselves
as we

mutually become together
through

Inter-Relatedness

Help
to

Transcend Paradigms
that

separate
the

Self/Other
Subject/Other
Designer/User

+
Human/Non-Human

as
Boundaries

Cultural Context significant role Communication Conversation
Understanding

+
Experience

shapesinplays

traces

Actor Network Theory (ANT)

Networks

contributed to

create

Fragments
developed

reflective
thoughts

areIdeas betweeness + becomingof rich concept a methodology

synthesizing  



+ Ansari Reading 3 in 1 + Page 17

Introduces New Conversations 
has  

shifted Critical Design Discourse + PracticeDecolonial Turn
in over the

years
which

around

Representation + Epistemic Diversity

grounds

Design Research
Practice

 + 
Theory

Griot

in

Pluriverse Global Boom of

fo
llo

w
 a

lo
ng

 a
ll 

to
ge

th
er

Design are categorized in four signalsin

which are

1.) Ubiquity of Design

3.) Ecological Oriented Fields

4.) Serious Design Notion

from largest structures to humble aspects

of

everyday lives

2.) Social Context is important for successful design

have realized design’s vital role creating a more livable world

a

type of design makes a difference
the most radical change

are
before colonialism

which
represents African history

in
 th

is 
jo

ur
ne

y

This
ongoing

redefinition
of

design
such as 

Politico-Ontological + Ontological

are

simple observations

like

Objects
Structures

Policies
Expert Systems

Discourses
+

Narrativescr
ea

te
 w

ay
s 

of
 b

ei
ng



+ Kite Reading + Page 18

Good Way

Indigenous Protocols insetup our
relationships

with the
world ethical ways

reduces
harm to Ourselves

Our Community
+

Our Environments
are

rooted

in

contexts

of

place

ontologie development 
+

communities living their

from

stones

to

animals

to

people

a

building process

but

builds anything

in a

ethical protocols

systems of knowledge creation that guides to know how things are done

AI

applied in

Seven Generations
ahead to future

guide towards

clear framework for establishing ethical relationships
provide

with

raw materials
have 

several components

such as

Architecture
Input

Algorithms for training on exisiting
+

Processing new data
+

Output

used in

building computing devices

Physical Materials

Sweat Lodge

built in

a

place where knowledge

is

generated 

about the

world 

Framework Outline

are

1. How building a Lakota 
sweat lodge as a physical 
computing device

2. How many streams of    
protocol can be imagined 
for building an AI system

animate
+

inanimatein

Take Account

all beings













Course in General Linguistics
Ferdinand de Saussure

Sign

a concept a sound-image

is is

sensory

abstract
is is

+

signified signifier

(whole)

(part) (part)

arbitrary
defined asdefined as

onomatopoeia

interjection

community
is used by

people

linguistic

is the study of

language

studies

grammar

philology

comparative
philology

is used for

speech

follow the
rules of

implies implies

established 
system

evolution

Qinzhe Chen
ARTG 6110

isself-contained whole

principle of classification

thoughts

is people express

ideas
form

diachronic

study how speech
evolves through time

synchronic

study how 
people speak

phonology

connect
with

unlocks

correspond to

heterogeneous

homogeneous

is a system of linguistic signs
involves

tangible
are

consists
of





Philosophical Writings
Peirce

Sign

Qinzhe Chen
ARTG 6110

Interpretant Object
stands for

(Idea)

THREE TRICHOTOMIES OF SIGNS

Qualisign

Sinsign

Legisign

Properities
of sign

include
refers to

quality include

include

refers toactual
existance

refers to
law

Relationship with object

Icon

sign can be 
termed

sign can be 
termed

sign can be 
termed

Index

Symbol

is denoted byrefers to
Object virtue of 

characters

virtue of 
being affected 
by object

refers to
Object 

is denoted by

virtue of
a law

refers to
Object 

is denoted by

Relationship with
interpretant

Rheme

is is
is

Didsign/Dicent Sign Argument

of

is

a Sign

VZFQN�YFYN[J�5TXXNGNQNY^

of

is

a Sign

actual existence

of

is

a Sign

law

representament

creates
represents make up





DESIGN ETHICS

DESIGN

 ETHICS

 moral behavior

 responsible choices

concerns

concerns

in the practice of

in the practice of

Character and 
Personal Values

Product Integrity

Integrity of Performance

Ultimate Purpose 
of Design

 Ethical History of Design

is embedded in

is the 
beginning of

study of ethics 
in design

are responsible for

relationships

Designers

for the

are served 
to guide

fairness

honesty loyalty

with

clients, 
end users

Structural Integrity

Usability  Aesthetics

Design processconduct

determine

features of products

assess

ethical significance
or moral worth

is a form of

presents the end purpose of design
is to help people accomplish

own purposes

ethical standards to follow

UWT�IZHYX�GJ�
appropriate 
and just

to make

make products
to meet

requirements

 ethical issues

includes

concern

includes

safety

reliability

and
compliance
with

laws and 
WJLZQF�YTW^�HTIJX

sustainability

in

various 
aspects

XJW�[NHJ

the public 
good

to

Qinzhe Chen
ARTG 6110





A Mathematical Theory of Communication

new factors

 a general theory of communication

has

the effect of noise 
in the channel

the savings possible

statistiral structure of 
the original message

the nature of the final 
destination of the information

due to due to

 include  include

processes

Communication
of

The fundamental problem
is reproducing a message meaningthat has

and is 
selected from a set of possible 

messages

an essentially 
logarithmic measure

a continuous range 
of messages

use
to represent

A communication system consists of An information source

a message/
a sequence 
of messages

that produces

 A transmitter that operates on to produce a signal that is suitabe for transmission

the channel

over

to

receiver

a pair of wires
a coaxial cable
a band of radio frequencies
a beam of light

can be

performs

the inverse operation

reconstructing the 
message from the signal

Qinzhe Chen
ARTG 6110

can affect noise





Science work is
heterogeneous cooperation

and requires common understandingto create

to ensure
reliability

information
to gather

Star, Griesemer

boundary object

standardization

leads to

better documentation

leads to

is

a translation

of

social world

requires

diversity

leads to

viewpoints

values

and

can be

repositories

ideal type

coincident
boundaries

standardized
forms

adaptable
localized
vague
symbolic

is

are common
projects

which have same boundaries
different internal contents

are
ordered piles of objects

are
methods

of common
communications

across

work groups

create

isplasticandrobust

to maintain

common
identity

can be
grouped as

professional
and

amateur

has

patial jurisdiction
that

presented by

the object

has

mismatches
become

problems
for

negotiation Qinzhe Chen

people
come togetherfrom different

social worlds address
an object

is
that has

different meanings



Affordance

Affordances of the 
terrestrial environment

the medium

the substances

Air affords 
respiration and
locomotion.

Water affords 
drinking, washing
and bathing.

the surface
Ground is the basis of 
the behavior of land 
animals and has a layout. 

object
Can be attached objects 
and detached objects.

other persons
and animals
Provide affordances by
sexual, nurturing,
fighting, cooperative,
economic and
political behavior.

places and 
hiding places
A place is not an object 
with definite boundaries 
but a region.

THE THEORY OF AFFORDANCES
James J. Gibson

of the terrestrial 
environment

A niche
is a set of

helps understand its inadequacy

is
isa fact of the environment

a fact of behavior

is perceived by

an observer

who can be who can be

an animal a human

Qinzhe Chen

refers to
how an 

animal lives

cause

benefits
which can 
be modified

meets

of

misinformation

information adds to experience

learnt as

as

incorrectly as





three types of design process

context form

C1 F1 actual world

context form

C1 F1

C2 F2

actual world

mental picture

context form

C1 F1

C2 F2

actual world

mental picture

C3 F3
formal picture of 
mental picture

design problems
are problems of 

creating form
invention

demand because

physical forms  no general symbolic way
has of 

LJSJWFYNSL�SJ\�FQYJWSF�YN[JX

no mechanical way
to express criteria for success

in terms of symbolic description 
of a form

data  invention
are

a hypothesisnot enough
to define that requires

what part the designer does
play in the process of design

begin by 
analyzing

bydesigner

mathematical pictures

create

leads to

complex diagrams

follow

principles
of

simplicity clear organizationnon-arbitrariness

of
of

Synthesis of Form
Alexander

Qinzhe Chen

a structure

 a linear graph or topological l -complex

which is called



Design as Learning
The Analysis-Synthesis Bridge Model

design
is

a process IJXNLS�YMNSP�NSL design making
leads toand

artifacts
leads to

new knowledge

leads to

is
a form of learning

thus

SECI model
stands for

socialization

(Ikujiro Nonaka)

develops externalization

combination

NSYJW�SFQN_FYNTS

the process
is of converting new 

tacit knowledge

through shared 
experiences

in day-to-day social 
interaction

is
the process

whereby
YFHNY�PST\Q�JILJ

is articulated into explicit 
knowledge

is
the process

whereby explicit 
knowledge

is collected or 
combined to form HTRUQJ]�FSI�X^XYJR�FYNH�

explicit knowledge

is the process whereby explicit 
knowledge

is created 
and shared 
throughout

an organization tacit knowledge

is converted 
into

Qinzhe Chen

bridge 
the gap

a story actors and
actions

describes suggests 
relationships

suggests 
a model interpretation of 

our research

of

Synthesis
frame

observations
from to create insights, 

patterns &
themes

Strategyprincipals &
opportunities

and frame to become





THE ARCHITECTUR

RELEVANCE OF CYBERNETIC

Cybernetics
is relevant to

archicecture

medicine

engineering

law

and it is

a discipline

with

abstract concepts

can be 

inrerprered in
architectural terms a theory

to form

functionalism and mutualism

Cybernetic design paradigm

Specificatied purpose/goal

In the context of a reactive and adaptive environment

 It should be emphasized that the goal may 

be and nearly always will be underspecified.

several stages

has

basic environmental materials
choose select

 invariants for the system

the architect determines what properties 

will be relevant in the man environment dialogue.

learning and adapting
a plan for adaptation 
and development

choose

Specification for the environment In case the goal of the system is 

underspecifted, the plan will consist 

of evolutionary principles

Cybernetics speculations
guide

five areas

to make

rapid advances

Various computer-assisted (or even 

computer-directed) design procedures

will be 

developed into
useful instruments

Concepts in very 

different disciplines

will be 

unified with

the concepts 

of architecture

to yield 
an adequately 

broad view

of
civilization

city

educational system

a proper and 

systematic 

formulation

the sense

of in which
architecture 

acts as 
a social control

concept

of

an environment

with which

the inhabitant

cooperates and

externalize
mental processes

a computer
controls

visual and tactile 

properties of 

environmental 

materials

which contain
sensors, 

tactile or 

visual 

to return

messages the computer
to

Qinzhe Chen



The Sciences of the Artificial
Herbert A. Simon

Engineering + Science = Design

Hierarchy of design

a complex structure

semi-independent components

ways of decomposing

into

be carried out with
and affect

 others’ independence of design

through

function and details

consist of

artificial things

 natural sciences

 natural things

teaches

The Logic of Design

are concerned 
with

how things are

Design

are concerned 
with

how things ought to be

understand

THE EVALUATION OF DESIGNS

includes

 Theory of evaluation

utility theory statistical decision theory

is aboutis about

alternatives

is to find

seek

a satisfactory 
alternative

means-ends analysis

to solve

problem
for example

is different from

talks about

involves

resource conservation

 cost minimization

includes

creates

cost-benefit 
analysis

representation 
of the problem

includes

and also 
include

to generate

effective problem 
representations

solution

to find

which is 

to find

an alternative state

the function

to maximize

QInzhe Chen





Human–Machine Reconfigurations

human action
as one of two alternative 

views of action
significant

is
underlying plans

in which are
prerequisite to action

derives
 three related theories

planning model

includes

speech act theory shared background knowledge

treats a plan as

a sequence
of actions

preconceived end

to accomplish

a form of problem solving

posits

action

is

includes includes

preconditions

has

conditions of satisfaction

successful performance 
of speech acts

for 

which is 
called

describes

utterances

is

a principal limiting factor

on progress in

machine intelligence

has an approach 
to bound

commonsense
knowledge

is to classify

everyday world

and assign to

specialized knowledge

as

types of situations

 background assumption
and

is generated by

activity of accounting 
for an action

but

actor’s mental state

the assumption
doesn’t 
characterizes

with the 
planning
model

typifications of intent

general rules for expression

are sufficient 
to account for

mutual intelligibility 
of situated action

and

Qinzhe Chen



Design Synthesis

the front edge design process
of

interpreting

includes

framing

reframing

and

and

solution ideas

coherent to 
generate

 divergent thought

convergent thought

Two Modes of Thought
includes

includes

includes

 is defined as

thinking

that moves away in

diverging 
directions

to involve

a variety of aspects

is demarcated as

thinking

that brings together

information

focused on 

solving a problem

that have

a single correct solution

reveals
design cycles

has
of seeing

moving
of

design moves
reveal

links
among

to understand

modes of design thinking

and arrival at

a design synthesis

that is understood as

emanating from a search

consists of 

cycles of acts of ideation

and

evaluation

designer experiments
making propositions

tests
evaluation

to process

and

awareness and attention

in 

practice

and

general cultural 
contexts

adapted from

design space

to process

artificial intelligencefor

with

the aim

to achieve

a coherent construal 
of the problem

and

a satisficing solution
Qinzhe Chen





Being awake to Ma: 
designing in between-ness as a way of becoming with

Co-designing an activity based on emergence constituents changing towards purposeful outcomes
areis where

Ma
is

between-ness
to explore

transforming
and becoming

together
among

heterogeneity

a space

has

two spectrums

contained by
structure

 objective, literal and tangible tacit, subjective and ambiguous
social relations

are experienced with

others
e.g.

Japanese word
“human being”

is composed of

person

Ma
and 

deep roots

has

in

Taoism, Shinto and 
Zen Buddhism

lost in 
translation inter-subjective nuances

means are lost in
descriptions 
of designing

tangible and defined
methodology

over

our capacity

is

emptinessfor to enable

awakening, perceiving
attuning, sensitising

a potential 
of 

to

Designan awakening
istoemergence

serendipity
transience

in 
in

includes includes

is

Qinzhe Chen

ANT 
(art network theory)

becoming

has relationship with

Tacit
is perceived through

immersive actions
of

is about
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ARTG 6110 Information Design Theory & Critical Thinking 
NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY

Spring ’22  |  Prof. Michael Arnold Mages

A collection of “mental models” that summarize design processes, theories, and 
perspectives by design researchers since 1955, some of which are contrasting, 
but at the same time gives young designers a holistic take on design.

Why concept maps? To categorize the most important concepts from the read-
ings and allow readers to grasp & digest content fast & easily with interesting 
connections. 
 

Mapping Design Theories

Designed by Tanvi Modi
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Prior to this class, I had a very shallow understanding of design. When someone 
asked me – “What exactly is design?” or “Do you just make things pretty?”, I was simply 
not able to explain. I had a lot of aha-moments from some of these readings from 
class and now I’m able to think/talk about design in profound ways (including the 
jargon!). I learned the why’s and how’s of good design being ethical, functional, 
aesthetic and sustainable. The design process in itself is a designed system, some-
times within a boundary and most times within a “Ma” [pg. 14]. Now while I de-
sign, I consciously think of my design decisions based on reflections from this class. 

Takeways & Learnings

Concept maps! This strategy has truly helped me think of complex information is 
visual, categorical and connective ways. When my brain is able to connect concepts, 
I tend to digest and remember information more easily. Reading some of this mate-
rial was out of my comfort zone, but by the end of this semester, I was able to confi-
dently put my understanding on paper through these mental models.  
 
I would like to thank Prof. Michael Arnold Mages for conducting insightful discus-
sions on theories of design and making us think of design in a mindful way that I 
had never unmasked before. Thank you to my peers who have inspired me in many 
ways through each of their journeys of making this book. 

Now I have a book to show anyone who asks me, “What is Design?” ! 

Other areas where I utilized the concept-map strategy
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